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COMMON KITCHEN PROBLEMS

The rotten scrap could invite unwanted

visitors such as insects, rats, etc. 

Once the trash bag is full, you need to 

drop it into trash bins or collection point

Food waste in the trash bag begins

to decompose and bacteria start

to appear and also will produce odor

Food scraps �ush down the sink drain 

have certain risky potential. It could 

gather in the trap or bends along the 

pipelines. This can cause the pipe to 

choke with undesireable results

COMMON KITCHEN PROBLEMS

The rotten scrap could invite unwanted

visitors such as insects, rats, etc. 

Once the trash bag is full, you need to 

drop it into trash bins or collection point

Food waste in trash decomposes 

and attracts bacteria that produces odor.

Food scraps that are washed into sinks

 are trapped in the pipelines which would 

eventually cause blockage or over�ow if not cleared.
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SinkGard utilizes the latest food waste disposing 

technology. Almost all types of food waste could 

be grinded by SinkGard into very �ne particles. 

This reduces the likelihood of plumbing problem 

in the future.

SinkGard helps you to get rid of food waste in 

a fast and convenient manner. This leads to 

clean and hygienic environment in your 

home.

SinkGard provides a convenient, easy and quick 

solution to clean up waste. This frees up time 

you spend in the kitchen.

 The  advantage is that you can avoid or reduce 

plumbing repairs and problems

KITCHEN PROBLEM SOLUTION

Sinkgard is the latest technology

of food waste disposer. It grinds almost all food 

waste into a very �ne (small) particles

Help you to get rid of all food waste. It ’s all 

done in a fast and convenient manner. 

You’ve created a clean and hygienic place in 

your house

Sinkgard provides you a convenient, easy, and 

quick cleaning up process. That also means 

you’ve completed your task at a shorter time

Can help you to save a large amount of water 

and electric bills in the long run. The other 

advantage is that you can avoid or reduce 

plumbing repairs and problems

KITCHEN PROBLEM SOLUTION
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HOW TO USE

Step 4 :
 feed food waste into disposer 
gradually, after grinding turn 

the disposer off and let the water 
run a few moment to flush drain

Step 1 : 
Put the food 

waste on the sink

Step 2 : 

Turn on the water

Step 3 : 

switch on the disposer
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Vegetable Leftovers Fruit Seeds

Nuts Shells

Rind

Food Leftovers

Chicken Bones

Fish Bones

Prawn Shells



SHIELD

The Dura Mount -  Durable Mounting 
system. Strong and reliable Locking 
system to prevent leakage for longer
life time to the disposer. 

The Dura Shield – protective layer with anti-
microbial agent molded to reduce 
odor & prevents bacteria growth.

The Dura Torque grinding system is 
a combination of computer designed 
and balanced components, provide 
superior torque grind speed and long 
system life.

UNIQUE WITH 
OUTSTANDING 
BENEFITS
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Domestic wastewater treatment system scheme, 

piping for House Application using 2 different types :  septictank or manhole
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HOW TO APPLY SINKGARD ?

Biopori 
hole

Manhole GutterGutterSeptic
tankBiopori 

hole

HOUSE APPLICATION
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Apartment Application, the organic particles will be decomposing at the Biopori Hole and STP by adding 

bacteria or naturally depending on the amount of waste and the capacity of the Biopori Hole and STP. The 

particles of organic waste can produce methane biogas, the gas can be useful for cooking or electricity
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MANHOLE GUTTER

APARTMENT APPLICATION

IPAL/STP

BIOPORI HOLE
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(kitchen installation)

On/Off button 

size 33mm

AIR SWITCH

Less Noice

LOWER
NOISE

1.0 HP High-torque 

Dura DriveTM 

heavy duty 

induction motor

Large capacity 

(1600ml) 

Stainless steel 

grinding chamber

Strainer Basket 

& Plug in

MultiGrind Plus 

3 Stage Stainless 

Grinding System

3X
GRINDS

POWER
BOOSTING

Self-Developed Power 

Boosting Circuit 

2 Years Warranty

Service dan 

spareparts

Power usage 

750  watt

1.0HP 2YEARS
WARRANTY

USA TECNOLOGIES
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PRODUCT FEATURES



PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

PREMIUM
SERIES

DELUXE
SERIES

Horse Power

Rotary Speed

Voltage

Input Power

Grinding System

Capacity

Weight

Standard Lifetime

Dimension

1.0 HP

4000 / 4200 Rpm

220 / 240 V

750 W

Stainless Steel

1600 ml

11 kg

>10 years

0.75 HP

3000 / 3200 Rpm

220 / 240 V

560 W

Stainless Steel

1200 ml

5.5 kg

>8 years

DIMENSION (CM)

22

37

18

15

10 34

16

19

9

DIMENSION (CM)

CLASSIC
SERIES

0.5 HP

2800 / 3000 Rpm

220 / 240 V

390 W

Stainless Steel

1200 ml

5.5 kg

>8 years

34

16

19

9

DIMENSION (CM)

KITCHEN PROBLEM SOLUTION
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INSTALLATION REQURIEMENTS

Types of sinks
• Granite      • Solid Surface     • Stainless Steel

Sink hole size 90mm

1) 2)

> 200mm
Kitchen Waste Outlet

If the sink hole is larger than normal,

sink connector is provided as below :
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3)

On/Off button 

Size 33mm

140mm - 160mm -180mm
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SinkGard has been registered as Eco - Friendly Technology in the Ministry of Environment

and Forestry of the Republic of Indonesia

SinkGard has been  accredited as Liquid Waste for chemical composition testing also 

analysis in the KAN and Kementrian Perindustrian Republik Indonesia

TEST REPORT AND RESULTS 
PRODUCT SINKGARD
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PT ADDON CADIAC ALFA
Level 11, One Pacific Place Building,
Jl. Jend. Sudirman Kav 52-53 SCBD 12190
Tel. (+62) 21-2783 0506
Fax.  (+62)  21-2985 9889

email. info@sinkgard.com
www.sinkgard.com
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